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Empirical note 

High School students survey 

•Surveys carried out in the year 2011 

•Scope – all schools, all types, eldest students (last classes, of age) 

•Two different techniques – audit questionnaire, picture test 

•Finally in two measurements 512 and 514 respondents 

University students survey 

•Surveys carried out in the year 2013 

•Six biggest universities (49% University of Wrocław, 51% other 
universities) 

•Purposeful group sample audit questionnaire 

•Results cannot be extended to entire student population of Wrocław 

•Finally 329 respondents 



Keynote issues 

• Multiculturalism of Wrocław 

• The Quarter of Four Denominations 

• Lviv myth in Wrocław 

• History as an element of social memory 

 

 



Research assumptions and hypothesis 

• Students of humanistic fields of study and of 
comprehensive type of school should have better 
knowledge about the city history and city’s multicultural 
heritage  

• Students born and raised in Wrocław have better 
knowledge of the city history 

• Students with at least one parent having university 
degree have better knowledge of the city history 

• The increase in cultural competence influences positive 
attitude to material multicultural heritage of Wrocław 



Multicultural Wrocław 



High Schools - Is a multiculturalism of Wroclaw something desirable 
or undesirable? Valid % of N according to type of school category 
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High Schools - Is a multiculturalism of Wroclaw something desirable 
or undesirable? Valid % of N according to gender category 
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High Schools - Which of the features reflect the multicultural 
character of the city? valid % according to „Is a multiculturalism 

desirable or undesirable?” category 
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The Quarter of Four 
Denominations 



Social and Sociological Significance of The Four 
Temples District 

The example of how the history can build a new symbols of the 
city space 

New ideas inscribed in symbolic and material space 

The phenomenon of the District became attractive for the City 
Council 

The District is not an emanation of Wrocław's history but is 
symbolic project “invented” recently as projection of the history 



High Schools - How the name of the Quarter was created? 
(according to „how often in a school are discussed topics related to former 

multiculturalism of Wroclaw?” valid % of N in category) 
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Comparison - The origin of the name Quarter of Four 
Denominations  

Majority of students  were aware of their lack of knowledge or provided 
false information about the origin of the Quarter of Four Denominations.  
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High Schools - If you remember, indicate the temples in the Quarter. 
Valid % of 'yes’ responses for N in each category due to the type of 

respondents’ school 
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Dimensions of Four Temple District space significance in 
Wrocław 

 

Historical -  significant space is a point of reference 
to the collective identity of different nations 

Social – collective identity reconstruction means 
that each community creates its own interpretation 
of the history  

Material/architectural – the material heritage 
included in urban arrangements, architecture, 
buildings, public objects 



Lviv Myth in Wrocław 
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University Students - The conviction about the Lviv's 
origin of Wrocław inhabitants 

Only every third student correctly identified the sources of 
Lviv myth or in the other words activity of scientific and 

cultural elites of Lviv origin in post IIWW Wrocław 
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History as an Element of 
Social Memory 



University students - Is history of Wrocław and its inhabitants 
important for you? 

45% of surveyed students declared that  

history of the city is important and very important 
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Imagine that Wroclaw authorities must make a choice: preserve historical 
object or demolish if necessary,  

valid % of N in categories due to the type of respondents’ school 
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University students - The nationality that influences the most the 
appearance of Wrocław until 1939 
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High Schools - If you are in any historical part of the city, what do 
you pay attention on? (according to the type of school: valid % of 'yes' 

response of N in category) 
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High Schools - Are there any conflicts connected with Wrocław and its 
heritage?,  

valid % of N in each category due to the type of school of respondents 
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University students – Do You agree with the opinion that „Restoring the 
memory about old Wrocław and its inhabitants is/means …” 

% of ‚yes’ responses of N=329 

...is a hidden attempt of germanization of  inhabitants’ awareness 64 

...is a  hidden attempt of Jews to recover material goods 63,2 

...diminishes local patriotism and attachment of current inhabitants to 
the city 

65,7 

...is symbolic attempt to appropriate urban space by Jews 60,8 

...weakens  sense of inveteracy of current Polish inhabitants of the city 62,9 

...brings the sense of political and social instability of the Polish 
inhabitants of the city 

58,8 

...is necessary for identity of inhabitants and identity of the city 14,3 



Conclusions 

• Despite the declarations about the importance of history, including history of 
Wrocław, students did’t have the significant knowledge about the city past and 
its multicultural heritage 

• Despite assumptions, students of humanistic fields of study did not present the 
higher level of knowledge about the city history in comparison to other 
students 

• The students show respect for the places/buildings/objects of historical value 
but they are not interesting in the detailed history of the city  

• Their attitude toward Germans negatively infleunces their opinion about the 
restoration of memory about old inhabitants of Wrocław and material cultural 
heritage of the city.  

• History of the city although used by elite to build a local identity is not known 
enough to be a basis for historical memmory 



Further assumption and hypothesis 

• Architectural heritage of Wrocław, like in other big cities, can 
construct a local identity of inhabitants and can be a part of collective 
memory but in a specific way in Wrocław 

• It can also be an indicator of participation forms in symbolic space, 
which already is an integral element of identity building 

• There are a significant differences in the functioning of the historical 
memory, between students and other social groups 

• For elites, historical memory can become an element of purposeful 
and relatively planned activities (not necessarily consistent) reaching 
the selected topics of the city history, aiming to construct a particular 
image of the city 

• In the case of students, historical memory has more spontaneous and 
visibly inconsistent nature based on superficial historical references, 
short-term social and political contexts, often constructed on the 
basis of stereotypes and prejudices  



Thank for your attention 


